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The configuration of multiple hydrogen atoms trapped in a tungsten monovacancy is investigated using
first-principles calculations. Unlike previous computational studies, which have reported that hydrogen in bcc
metal monovacancies occupies octahedral interstitial sites, it is found that the stable sites shift toward tetrahe-
dral interstitial sites as the number of hydrogen atoms increases. As a result, a maximum of twelve hydrogen
atoms can become trapped in a tungsten monovacancy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between hydrogen �H� and metal is an
important subject in the field of metallurgical science. For
example, H absorption and diffusion mechanisms on and in
iron �Fe� have been investigated in terms of chemical
reactions.1 H retention assists superabundant vacancy forma-
tion in many metals2,3 and degrades the mechanical proper-
ties of metals. H retention induces embrittlement of iron and
steel.4 H bubble formation and blistering reduce the me-
chanical strength of metals.5 In order to examine the H re-
tention mechanism, a stable configuration of H atoms
trapped in a monovacancy in �-Fe was analyzed using first-
principles calculations.6

The interaction between H-isotopes, deuterium and tri-
tium, and plasma facing materials �PFMs� will have a strong
impact on the success of the international thermonuclear ex-
perimental reactor. The PFMs installed in future fusion reac-
tors are expected to be exposed to high-flux and high-energy
plasma particles for long time periods. As a result, many
lattice defects will form in the PFMs due to plasma particle
collisions. In addition to direct damage, H-isotopes will be
retained in vacancy-type lattice defects in the PFMs, a criti-
cal problem for fusion reactors. In particular, divertor armor
tiles introduced to control the flow of recycling neutrals and
impurities back into the core plasma are exposed to the most
intense irradiation in magnetic confinement devices.7 In such
extreme circumstances, tungsten �W� and its alloys show
promise as PFMs due to their low H solubility and excellent
thermal and low sputtering properties.8–10

This paper elucidates the interaction between H and W to
reveal fundamental properties of W that will affect its per-
formance as a PFM. According to previous work,11–13 H is
strongly attracted to vacancies in W, one of which can serve
as a trapping center for multiple H atoms. Stable configura-
tions of multiple H atoms trapped in a monovacancy are
investigated using first-principles calculations of lattice re-
laxation. The binding energy is calculated as a function of
the number of H atoms, which permits estimation of the
maximum number of H atoms that can occupy a W monova-
cancy.

One of the purposes of the present work is determining a
valid stable configuration of multiple H atoms trapped in a W

monovacancy. It is possible that some metastable configura-
tions and an unexpected ground-state structure exist for the
H atoms. So, a distinct simulation scheme is used. The initial
configurations for the H atoms in the vacancy are randomly
generated to perform lattice relaxation and a ground-state
structure is selected among some configurations derived
from the lattice relaxation.

Zero-point energy �ZPE� for H is not necessarily negli-
gible in W-H systems, according to our preliminary
simulation.14 However, ZPEs for H and H-isotopes depend
on the mass number, that is, ZPEs for deuterium and tritium
are smaller than that for H. Investigation of equilibrium po-
sitions for the H-isotopes in a W monovacancy is an impor-
tant subject of the present work. So, two types of binding
energies, including and not including ZPE correction for H,
will be provided for the sake of simplicity.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Preliminary simulation

Typical interstitial sites in bcc lattice are tetrahedral and
octahedral interstitial sites �T-site and O-site�, as shown in
Fig. 1�a�. T-site is more favorable for interstitial H than
O-site in intrinsic bulk W.13–15 On the other hand, a single H
atom trapped in a W monovacancy is located close to an
O-site on the inner surface of the W monovacancy11 as
shown in Fig. 1�b�, which agrees with our preliminary
simulation.14 Similarly, multiple H atoms trapped in a W

d~0.4d

H

vacancy

(b) H atom in vacancy(a) T-site and O-site

d

FIG. 1. �a� Open circles are bcc metal atoms. Closed triangles
and closed circles indicate tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial
sites, respectively. �b� Schematic view of a single H �open square�
trapped in a monovacancy in bcc lattice.
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monovacancy have been also assumed to be located close to
the O-sites. However, we were skeptical about the assump-
tion as follows. As an example, two configurations for four H
atoms in a W monovacancy are inspected. If the H atoms are
located close to the O-sites on the inner surface of the mono-
vacancy, they become planar or tetrahedral structure, as
shown in Fig. 2. H atoms in a W lattice experience an effec-
tive mutual repulsion.13,15,16 The tetrahedral structure is flex-
ible to relax the system for the repulsive interaction because
the four H atoms can expand in the vacancy space. So, each
H atom may be largely shifted from the O-site. Actually, the
repulsive interaction plays an important role to determine
stable configurations for multiple H atoms trapped in the
vacancy, as mentioned later.

B. First-principles calculation

First-principles calculations based on the density-
functional theory17 are performed using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package �VASP� �Refs. 18 and 19� with the gener-
alized gradient approximation20 and projected augment wave
potentials.21 Usually, we employ a bcc supercell composed
of 54 lattice points �3�3�3�2� containing a monovacancy
and its Brillouin zone with 5�5�5 k-point sampling using
the Monkhorst-Pack scheme.22 The plane-wave energy cutoff
is 350 eV. Atomic positions and supercell size relaxations are
iterated until the force acting on every atom is less than
2�10−3 eV /Å. Some cases are checked using a larger bcc
supercell composed of 128 lattice points �4�4�4�2� con-
taining a monovacancy with 3�3�3 k-point sampling. The
energy cutoff is 300 eV for these cases because of computer
capacity limits.

Total binding energy for single and multiple H atoms to a
W monovacancy is defined as

Etot�conf .� = E�Wn−1V� − E�Wn−1VHm�

+ m�E�WnHT� − E�Wn�� , �1�

where the function E is the cohesive energy of the supercell.
Wn−1V is a supercell composed of �n−1� W and a monova-
cancy; Wn−1VHm is that composed of �n−1� W, a monova-
cancy, and m H; WnHT is that composed of n W and one H
embedded at a T-site; and Wn is perfect lattice composed of
n W, respectively. The parameter conf. represents the H con-
figuration in the monovacancy. Therefore, Eq. �1� gives the
total energy gain of m H atoms migrating from distant T-sites
and becoming trapped in a monovacancy.

Average binding energy is defined as

Eave�conf .� = Etot/m , �2�

which was used in this and other analyses.11,23

Total binding energy including ZPE correction is defined
as

Ezc�conf .� = Etot − ZPE�Hm
V� + mZPE�HT� , �3�

where ZPE�Hm
V� is the total ZPE for m H atoms trapped in a

W monovacancy and ZPE�HT� is ZPE for an H atom embed-
ded at a T-site in intrinsic bulk W lattice. ZPE for H atoms in
the W lattice is calculated by means of harmonic approxima-
tion with an adiabatic potential evaluated by first-principles
calculations.24

C. Initial configurations for hydrogen atoms in monovacancy

Investigation of stable configurations of single and mul-
tiple H atoms shows that H atoms migrate to the inner sur-
face of a monovacancy in metals,6,11,12,23 which agrees with
the present work. In previous work, the most favorable site
for H was assumed to be the off-vacancy-center position
close to the O-site on the inner surface of a W monovacancy.
However, this analysis does not require such starting as-
sumptions; the initial configurations for the H atoms in the
vacancy are randomly generated. The H atoms are initially
placed uniformly within one of multiple regions represented
by gray squares in Fig. 3. For clarity, only the squares normal
to the �001� direction are shown but there are equivalent ones
normal to the �100� directions surrounding the monovacancy.
The initial configuration has a maximum of one H atom in
each square, leaving some unused when there are fewer H
atoms than squares. The initial distribution is that shown in
Fig. 3�a� if m�6, and that shown in Fig. 3�b� otherwise,
where m is the number of H atoms trapped in the monova-
cancy. The parameters s1, s2, and s3 indicate the distance
between the gray square and center of the vacancy, side
length of each square, and distance between two squares,
respectively. Usually, the values s1=0.4d, s2=0.2d, and s3
=0.2d are chosen, where d��3.17 Å� is the W lattice con-
stant. However, these parameters may be adjusted to account
for conditions such as convergence of the lattice relaxation.
In our experience, a third of the relaxation processes arrive at

(a) Planar structure

W
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H

W
H

(b) Tetrahedral structure

FIG. 2. Schematic view of �a� planar and �b� tetrahedral struc-
tures for four H atoms in a W monovacancy. Open circles, open
squares, and closed circles indicate W, H, and O-site, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Schematic view of initial distribution of m H atoms in a
W monovacancy. Random placement of an H atom is uniformly
distributed within each gray square. �a� Center of square is close to
the O-site. �b� Center of square is shifted in the �100� direction.
Only gray squares normal to the �001� direction are exhibited but
there are equivalent ones on every �100	 plane.
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a valid ground state while the others arrive at a metastable
state or do not finish within the expected number of relax-
ation steps.

III. RESULTS

A. Hydrogen atom in bulk tungsten

Energetically favorable sites for H in intrinsic bulk W are
investigated by placing an H atom at T-site and O-site in the
W lattice, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. Based on the cohesive en-
ergy, T-site is more favorable than O-site by about 0.380 eV
for interstitial H, in accordance with the previous work.13,15

ZPEs for H embedded at T-site and O-site, ZPE�HT� and
ZPE�HO�, are estimated to be 0.264 eV and 0.253 eV, respec-
tively. Therefore, T-site is still favorable for H than O-site, if
the ZPE correction is taken into account.

B. Ground-state and metastable state configurations of H
atoms in monovacancy

Stable positions for a single H in a W monovacancy are
calculated and shown in Fig. 4 projected onto the �001	

plane. Single H occupies a location close to the O-site, which
corresponds to the work of Liu et al. very well.11 However,
the positions are slightly shifted in the �100� or �010� direc-
tion by about 0.05d, as represented by circle symbols in Fig.
4.

Stable configurations for four, six, eight, nine, and 12 H
atoms trapped in a W monovacancy are explained in detail
and shown in Figs. 5–9, respectively. Binding energies, Etot
and Ezc, are defined in Eqs. �1� and �3�, and the ZPE in these
figures means the total zero-point energy for multiple H at-
oms trapped in a W monovacancy, where energy unit is elec-
tron volt �eV�. Open circles, open squares, and closed circles
indicate W, H, and O-site, respectively.

The planer configuration for four H atoms shown in Fig.
5�a� is not a ground-state structure. Instead, the tetrahedral
configuration of H atoms in Fig. 5�b� is a ground state and
that in Fig. 5�c� has a nearly degenerate binding energy. The
ZPE for H atoms is not negligible compared with the binding
energy. However, the H configuration of Fig. 5�b� is still
ground state, if ZPE correction is taken into account.

Many types of stable and metastable configurations can be
found for the case of six H atoms. As in previous work,
binding energy is calculated by assuming that each H atom
starts close to the O-site in a W monovacancy, as shown in
Fig. 6�a�. In this case, the binding energy is estimated to be
Etot�6HO�=5.456 eV. However, the H configurations shown
in Figs. 6�b�–6�d� are found to be more stable, with binding
energy estimated to be Etot�6H�=5.886–5.888 eV. By tak-
ing into account finite temperature, these energetically
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FIG. 4. �Color� Stable positions of H atoms projected onto the
�001	 plane. Circle, triangle, square, and diamond symbols corre-
spond to the cases where one, four, six, and 12 H atoms are trapped
in a monovacancy in a W lattice, respectively. O-site is located at
the center of figure.

(a) Etot=4.126
Ezc=4.586
ZPE=0.594

(c) Etot=4.358
Ezc=4.676
ZPE=0.736 (eV)

H

O-site

W

(b) Etot=4.368
Ezc=4.723
ZPE=0.700

FIG. 5. Schematic view of configurations of four H atoms in a
W monovacancy. Open circles, open squares, and closed circles
indicate W, H, and O-site, respectively. �a� Metastable state; four H
atoms are located close to O-sites on the �001� plane. �b� Ground
state; tetrahedral configuration of four H atoms. �c� State that is
nearly degenerate with the ground state.

(a) Etot=5.456
Ezc=6.178
ZPE=0.861

(d) Etot=5.888
Ezc=6.329
ZPE=1.140 (eV)

(c) Etot=5.886
Ezc=6.326
ZPE=1.143

W H

O-site

(b) Etot=5.886
Ezc=6.322
ZPE=1.146

FIG. 6. Schematic view of configurations of six H atoms in a
vacancy. �a� Metastable state; six H atoms are located close to the
O-sites. �b�, �c�, and �d� Degenerate ground states; H atoms are
considerably shifted from the O-sites.

(a) Etot=6.532
Ezc=6.939
ZPE=1.703

H O-siteW

0.5d

(b) Etot=6.514
Ezc=6.942
ZPE=1.682 (eV)

FIG. 7. Schematic view of configurations of eight H atoms in a
W monovacancy. Open circles, open squares, and closed circles
indicate W, H, and O-site, respectively. �a� and �b� are nearly de-
generate states. Ground state changes when ZPE correction is taken
into account.
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equivalent configurations can be regarded as degenerate
ground states. The six H atoms in these configurations are
not located close to the O-sites but considerably shifted in
the �100� direction by a large displacement of 0.1d–0.2d.
Four H atoms shift by about 0.18d and the remaining two
shift by about 0.12d from the O-site, as shown in Figs. 4 and
6�b�–6�d�. The three configurations of six H atoms are still
degenerate ground states, when ZPE correction is taken into
account.

As mentioned above and shown in Fig. 4, stable positions
for the H atoms in a W monovacancy gradually move away
from the O-site in the �100� direction as the number of
trapped H atoms increases. Here, we assume that the most
favorable site for H is the T-site in the high H density limit.
Thus, the stable configurations of more than six H atoms in a
W monovacancy are sought by assuming that H atoms are
located close to the T-sites. So, the initial distribution of H
atoms in Fig. 3�b� is used for lattice relaxation.

Configurations for eight H atoms trapped in a W mono-
vacancy are shown in Fig. 7. The binding energies for these
configurations are nearly degenerate. The ground-state struc-
ture changes by taking account of ZPE correction, which is
the only case in the present simulations.

Configurations for nine H atoms in a W monovacancy are
shown in Fig. 8. The nine H atoms are located close to the
T-sites. The ZPE for each H configuration is estimated to be
about 2 eV, which is very large. However, the difference
among the ZPEs is so slight as to be negligible. As a result,
ZPE corrections do not play an essential role to determine
ground state.

Stable and metastable configurations for the case of 12
trapped H atoms are shown in Fig. 9. Two H atoms close to
the T-sites are arranged in the �100� direction on every �100	

plane. The distance between the two H atoms is approxi-
mately d /2��1.6 Å�, much longer than an H2 molecule
bond of length 0.75 Å. Therefore, these H pairs are not H2
molecules. The distance between H atoms is maximized be-
cause H atoms in a W lattice experience an effective mutual
repulsion.13,15,16 Thus, the configuration shown in Fig. 9�a� is
expected to be the lowest-energy state.

Figure 10 shows ground-state structures of single and

TABLE I. Total binding energy Etot, average binding energy
Eavr, binding energy including ZPE correction Ezc, and total ZPE
�eV� for ground-state structures of single and multiple H atoms,
where m is the number of H atoms trapped in a W monovacancy.
ZPEs �eV� for H embedded at a T-site and O-site in intrinsic bulk W
are also listed, as below. * refer to Fig. 7 in case of m=8.

m
Etot

�eV�
Eavr

�eV�
Ezc

�eV�
ZPE
�eV�

1 1.182 1.182 1.318 0.128

2 2.353 1.176 2.626 0.254

3 3.423 1.141 3.708 0.506

4 4.368 1.092 4.723 0.700

5 5.256 1.051 5.652 0.922

6 5.888 0.981 6.329 1.140

7 6.173 0.881 6.597 1.423

8 �a�* 6.532 0.816 6.939 1.703

8 �b�* 6.514 0.814 6.942 1.682

9 6.638 0.737 7.041 1.972

10 6.979 0.697 7.407 2.210

11 7.101 0.645 7.550 2.452

12 7.391 0.615 7.863 2.692

13 6.541 0.503 7.082 2.889

14 7.365 0.526 7.819 3.239

ZPE�HT� 0.264

ZPE�HO� 0.253

(b) Etot=6.492
Ezc=6.901
ZPE=1.965

0.5d

(c) Etot=6.298
Ezc=6.713
ZPE=1.959 (eV)

0.5d

(a) Etot=6.638
Ezc=7.041
ZPE=1.972

0.5d

HO-siteW

FIG. 8. Schematic view of configurations of nine H atoms in a
W monovacancy. �a� Ground state. �b� and �c� Metastable states. H
atoms are located close to T-sites.

(a) Etot=7.391
Ezc=7.863
ZPE=2.692

H
W

0.5d

(b) Etot=6.759
Ezc=7.286
ZPE=2.638

(c) Etot=6.096
Ezc=6.660
ZPE=2.601 (eV)

FIG. 9. Schematic view of configurations of 12 H atoms in a
monovacancy. �a� Ground state. �b� and �c� Metastable states. H
atoms are located close to T-sites.
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FIG. 10. Schematic view of ground-state structures of H atoms
in a W monovacancy. Open circles, open squares, and closed circles
indicate W, H, and O-site, respectively. m is the number of H atoms
in the vacancy. * refer to Fig. 7 in case of m=8.
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multiple H atoms in a W monovacancy, where m is the num-
ber of H atoms. Each H atom slightly or largely shifts from
an O-site in the �100� direction. In case of m�7, most H
atoms are located close to T-sites. The binding energy and
ZPE for every ground state are listed in Table I.

C. Maximum number of H atoms in monovacancy

The number of H atoms that a W monovacancy can ac-
commodate was expected to be quite large because there are
24 T-sites on the inner surface of a monovacancy in a bcc
lattice. Figure 11 shows the dependence of total binding en-
ergy on the H atom number. The ground-state structures of
the multiple H atoms are evaluated by comparing the energy
of simulated stable and metastable configurations. The total
binding energy gradually increases as the number of H atoms
increases to 12 but ceases to increase once the number ex-
ceeds 12. Additional H atoms move out of the vacancy and
become trapped at T-sites outside the vacancy during the
relaxation process. Occasionally, the additional H atoms re-
main inside the vacancy as isolated H atoms, lowering the
total binding energy. As the H atom number increases above
twelve, the binding energy does not decrease monotonically;
the formation of a H2 molecule inside the vacancy contrib-
utes to an increase in the binding energy. In particular, the
total binding energy for 14 H atoms with the H2 molecule
formation is estimated to be 7.365 eV, which is almost the
same as that for 12 H atoms of the ground state �7.391 eV�.
However, no more than one H2 molecule is observed inside
the monovacancy at one time. As a result, 12 H atoms can be
accommodated in a W monovacancy.

IV. DISCUSSION

To explain why a monovacancy in W can accommodate
so many H atoms, we refer to the energy landscape of H in
W and Fe shown in Fig. 12. One of the prominent properties
of W is an extremely high chemical potential with H �0.898
eV�. Thus, H is not usually retained in bulk W. However,
there is a significant capacity for the H density to increase in
an irradiation environment such as a fusion reactor. The en-
ergy gain is very large when an H embedded at a T-site
migrates to a monovacancy in the W lattice �1.182 eV�. This
large energy gain, which traps a large number of H in the
monovacancy, is not necessarily realized in other bcc metals;
the energy gain of H migration in an Fe lattice is only 0.603
eV.14

ZPE for multiple H atoms trapped in a W monovacancy is
not necessarily negligible compared with binding energy.
However, the ZPE is not essential to determine ground-state
and metastable state structures because the effect of total
binding energy Etot is usually larger than that of ZPE correc-
tion. ZPE approximately depends only on the number of H
atoms in the monovacancy but on the H configuration. As a
result, the dependence of Etot and Ezc on the trapped H atom
number in a W monovacancy are substantially same, as
shown in Fig. 11. However, the ground-state structure for
eight H atoms in the monovacancy changes by the effect of
ZPE correction, as shown in Fig. 7. This is only an isolated
case but attracts our attention.

These simulations showed that H atoms move from the
O-sites to more stable positions close to the T-sites as they
increase in number, as shown in Fig. 4. This phenomenon
may be related to the fact that a single H preferentially oc-
cupies a T-site in a perfect bcc lattice.
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